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1. Introduct.ion

The importance of the Lie theory for applied rnathematics

and the physical sciences has grown substantially in recent
years. In part, the renewed interest in the Lie theory can

be attributed directly to the development of improved compuEa-

tional methods. Modern methods permit many important calcula-
tions involving the irreducible representations of semisimple
Lie algebras to be carried out in a systematic and uniform
way on an electronic digital computing machine using integer
mode arithmetic. We present here an historical survey of the
use of computers in Lie algebra theory, with particular refer-
ence to computing the coupling and recoupling coefficients for
the irreducible representations of simple Lie algebras of
arbitrary type using Chevalley bases.

In addition to the intrinsi-c mathematical interest in
the coupling and recoupling coefficients, an important motj--

vation for computing these numbers comes from thelr extenslve
applications i-n atomic, nuclear and elementary particle
physics. There already exists an extensive literature on

the problem of computing these coe[ficients, and progress

continues to be made. YeE, despite Lhis impressive literacure,
a complete resolution of the problem does not yet exist in
print. The coupling coefficients needed in applications can

often be computed using various special tricks, but no gener-

ally applicable algorithm for doing this has been published.
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210 JOHAN G. F. BELINFANTE

We shall have achieved our aim if, in presenLing che [ollowing
survey of the literature on this problem, we have enabled

others to perceive at least the general outline for such a
universal algorithm by which one may compute the coupling
coefficients for any sirnple Lie algebra over the complex

number field.

For convenience, we have arranged the material in
chronological order, based on publication dates. In many

cases, of course, the actual work was done a year or two

earlier. We recognize that the bibliography is not com-

p1ete, and we hereby offer our apologies to those whose

work has been left out.

? Classical Work Before 1960

E. B. Dynkin in 1947 published an expositi-on of Lie

algebra theory start-ng from first principles [1]. This

survey, based on the classical work of S. Lie, W. Ki11ing,

E. Cartan, H. Weyl and A. I. Ma1'cev, contains important

algorithms for Lie algebras still used today. A new feature
in Dynkints treatment iras the introduction of schemas, now

ca11ed Dynkin diagrams, which summarize information about

the angles and relalive Lengths of a systern of simple roots
of a semisiTnple Lle algebra over the field of complex numbers.

Let us denote by 0 the

Lie algebra. By definition,
any Cartan subalgebra. The

certain nonzero linear forms

any nonzero linear form cr on

.n^fhor f^r- 6 hrz

rank of a semisimple complex

the rank is the dirnension of
^.'-^1^ -^^+^sl.mP re rooEs, o1, o2' . .. 0.0 are

on a Cartan subalgebra. For

l.hp Crrfan qrrhr I oohrr we def i ne

2a
(cl,cl)'
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The Dynkin diagram determines an integer array M.. which is
equal to a numerical factor times (o.ro.). The unknown num-

erical factor drops out when we compute the integer Cartan
matri"x

O.. = (di, o,) = 2yt..h,t...
lJ-J

The entire Lie algebra can be reconstructed from the Cartan
matrix by classical algorithrns explained in Dynkints paper.

The irreducible finite-dimensional representations of
certain semisimple Lie algebras were studied in 1950 by I. M.

Geltfand and M. L. Zetlin using explicil formulas based on

chains of subalgebras [2,3]. To generalize this method to
other Lie algebras, it is necessary to study the subalgebra
structure of a given semisimple Lie algebra.

Tn L952, such a study of subalgebras was initlated by
E. B. Dynkin [4]. In the appendix to his paper on maximal

subalgebras, Dynkin summarized the main facts of the theory
of irreducib1e representations of semisimple Lie albegras
over the complex number field. Each irreducible representa-
tion is characterized by its highest weight l. Any weight
p is an integer linear combination of the highest weights
lr, trrr... ).n of certain basic representations,

ILY"

u = mrl, * mr),r* ... * nr),,

These basic weights 11, 12, ... ,\[ are geometrically determined by

the condition that (cr.,trr) = O_.. is the Kronecker delta, equal
lJTJ

to one if i = j and zero it i + j. The integer coefficj-ents

m. = (p,dr)

are ca11ed the Dynkin indices of the weight. p. It j-s conven-

ient in computational work to express all roots and weights
in terms of their Dynkin indices. In particular, the Cartan

matrix represents the Dynkin indices of the simple roots. The
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Dynkin indices of the highest weighc of any representation are

non-negative integers, and conversely, to any seL of non-nega-

tive integers (nr,n2,...n0) there corresponds, up to equiva-
lence, a unique irreducible represenLation witir highest weight

n,l. * n^tr^*...* n^1". A11 i-nformation about an irreducible re-Lrzzx,r"
presentation can be expressed in terms of the highest wcighc.

In particular, there are t\^/o formulas due to H. Weyl which

can be used to compute the dimension and the value of the

second order Casimir operator.

In this same appendix, Dynkin describes an algorithrn for
computing the entire weight system of an irreducible repre-
sentation frorn its highest weight, The weight system is built
up layer by 1ayer, each weight on a given layer being obtained

from some weight on the preceding layer by subtracting some

simple root. For the total number of layers, Dynkin gives

a formula, which can be written as

-1L+2L n. (A')...
i,j 1 lJ

Here the n. are the Dynkin indices of the highest weight, while
(A-').. are the entries of the inverse of the Cartan matrix.

a1

The inverse of the Cartan matrix can also be used to compure

the metric tensor

e,. = (li,t.,) = | {o,,o-)(.q-1).,.,."r-J 'r-J

This metric tensor is needed to compute inner products of
weights when we express them in terms of Dynkin indices. Note

that since the Dynkin diagram only gives the relative lengths

of the sirnple roots, the metric tensor is as yet known only up

Lo an overall factor. We can determine this factor by using

the fact that the Casimir operator has the value one in the

adj oint representation.

Another paper by Dynkin, also written in 1952, deals with
semisimple subalgebras [5]. In the introduction to this paper,
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A new algorithm for computing the characters of the
irreducible representations of semisimple Lie algebras was

developed by H. Freudenthal in L954. This procedure is more
efficient than an older l{eyl formula using rgirdle division. r

The essence of Freudenthalrs method lies in the construction
of his ttable Dt and the use of an inductive formula for com-
puting the multiplicities of the dominant weights on a given
layer in terms of the multiplicities of the weights on previous
layer t6]. By means of this procedure, the characters of even
the exceptional simple Lie algebra E, could be obtained by hand.
This algorithm remains today the qui-ckest way to compute char_
acters.

A valuable computational tool for Lie algebras has grown
out of the discovery by c. chevalley in 1955 of a new class of
finite simple groups related to Lie algebras [7]. Chevalley
found a systematic construction of bases for Lie algebras with
respect to which all calculations can be carried out using
integer-mode arithmetic. The structure constants are incegers
computed as fo11ows. First, for each nonzero rooc o, a co-rooE
ho is defined. This co-root belongs to the Cartan subalgebra
and satisfies

(hcx,h) = 0(h)

explicit tables are

ano 1cs l_nverse g "

for all elements h in the Cartan
shows that one can assign a root
root cr, such that

given for the metric tensor gij = (li,fj)
= (,i.,0.).

subalgebra. Next, Chevalley

vector x to each non-zero
cl

and

[h,xoJ = ct (h) x

[*o,**] = ho

[xo,xg] = No,B xcr+g
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where the integers Ncr,B

integers are determined

where B{a,..., B*qo is

L-

t-

We call attention here to the

which serves to eliminate all
angular momentum theory.

satisFyN ^=-N These- -0, -F 0.,F
rrn l-n qion hrr

N ^ = t(p+1),
0'F

the o-string through the root 8.

To help dispel some of the possibly mysterious aspects
surrounding the use of Chevalley bases, we consider the most

elementary example, the simple Lie algebra A1. This is the Lie
algebra studied in the quantum theory of angular momentum. It
is the complexification of the real Lie algebra of the Lie group

SU(2). Here one has only a single positive root cr, and we may

set e = x . f = x and h = h The l,ie orodrrcfs are(r- -ct (x

Ie,f] = 1.t

Ih,e] = b
[rr't1 = -2t.

The connection with the notation used in the quantum theory of
angular momentum is given by the formulas

)1
J

l. -l- v--L I ^-1 -t. r--1. - v-L '1 
^.-r 'z

Fqefor 2 in fho anrr.i i^n h = 2i,r --r 3

the half-inLegers abounding in

R. Bivins, N. Metropolis, M. Rotenberg and J. K. Wooten, Jr.
used electronic computers to prepare extensive tables of Clebsch-

Gordan and Racah coefficients for SU(2). These tables, published

in 1959, are used by physicists and chemists in a wide variety
of fields [8].

It was also in the year 1959 that B, Kostant published his
elegant tormula For the mulLiplicity of a weight, using a cer-
taj.n partition function [9]. This closed formula, like the
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Weyl formula, involves summing over the Weyl group, but it
does not require division. The obvious question arises whether
this new formula is an improvement over the Freudenthal aleor-
ithn.

J. WOrK ]-n the lybu's

R. Steinberg in 1961 used the Kostant formula to develop
a formula for the reduction of the tensor product of two irredu-
cible rnodules over a semisirnple Lie algebra as a direcr sum of
irreducible submodules [10]. This expression for the multi-
plicities of the irreducible submodules occurring in the reduc-
tion involves the partition function and a double summation over
the Weyl group. The Steinberg formula reduces to the original
Clebsch-Gordan results when one specializes to the simple Lie
algebra Ar. The work of Steinberg of course concerns only che

Clebsch-Gordan series, not the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

In thaL same year, physicisrs, led by M. Gell-Mann, found

experimental evidence thaE the Lie group SU(3) is an approxi-
mate s)ryunetry in the dynamics of the strongly interacting
elementary particles [11]. This work created widespread

interest in this particular Lie group as well as in the appli-
cation of Lie group theory in general.

In the following year, N. Jacobson published the first
book on Lie algebras in the English language [12]. Many of
the above-mentioned algorithms tor Lie algebraic calculations
are described in detail in this book.

Also in 1962 an interesting monograph by I. B. Levinson,
V. V. Vanagas and A. P. Yutsis appeared in which a graphical
calculus for handling Clebsch-Gordan and Racah coefficients
for SU(2) was developed [13]. This techni.que a11ows one ro
draw pictures giving inslght into che algebraic formulas.
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Extensive hand calculations were done in 1963 by M. Konuma,

K. Shina and M. Wada, and by other physicists, for the rank 2

and rank 3 simple Lie algebras needed in applications [14].
The needs of particle physics also 1ed J. J. de Swart to com-

pute the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for SU(3) by hand [15].

By L964 the computation of the coupling and recoupling
coefficients for the group SU(2) had progressed to the point
that representations of dimension up to a hundred could be

handled. R. M. Baer and M.G. Redlich reported that such

large integers occur in these calculations that it became

necessary to introduce multiple precision fixed point arith-
metic subroutines [16].

While studying extensions of Chevalleyrs method of con-

structlng finite simple groups, R. Ree in 1964 introduced the

concept of a Chevalley basis for a Lie module [17]. With

respect to such a basis, the action of the Lie algebra on the

module can be described by integer matrices. Ree first proved

the existence of Chevalley bases for certain elementary irredu-
cible representations for each t.ype of simple Lie algebra, and

then used Cartan composition to extend the result to arbitrary
irreducible representations.

D. A. Smith gave a new proof of the existence of Chevalley

bases for Lie modules in 1965 which avoids Cartan composition

and the numerous case considerations required in Reets proof.
Instead, he extends Chevalley's formulas for the Lie algebra
to its universal enveloping associative algebra, and uses the

fact that every irreducible module is a cyclic module over the

enveloping algebra [18].

The application of Chevalley bases to the construction of
finite simple groups is che copic of a review article \,r'ritten
by R. W. Carter in 1965. Carter covers not only the original
work by Chevalley, but also the later extensions of the theory
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by R. Steinberg, J. L. Tirs and R. Ree [19].
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J. R. Derome and W. T. Sharp showed how to define the n_j
coefficients for any compact group in 1965, and they derived a

number of their algebraic properties [20]. The letter 'j' in
the name tn-j coefficientr stands for ?modu1e.r since ar-r the
n-j coefficients can be defined 1n terms of the 3-j coeffici-ents,
the basic computational problem is to calculate the latter.

While Derome ahd Sharp present no specific algorithm for
obtaining the 3-j coefficients, i.t is not hard to describe such
a procedure. The calculation of the 3-j symbols is mathemati-
cal1y equivalent to constructing a basis for the trivial sub-
module of the tensor product of three irreducible rnodules. The
trivial submodule of a reducible module is by definitlon the set
of all vectors in the module which are annj-hilated by every
element of the Lie algebra. As we sha11 see later, the deter-
mi-nation of the trivial submodule amounts to solving a system
of homogeneous 1i-near Diophantine equations.

The problem of finding integer solutions of homogeneous

linear equations comes up over and over again in Lie algebraic
problems. One can view the process of solving such equations
as that of constructing a basis for a finitely generated abelian
group subject to a finite number of relations [21]. A simple
ALGOL procedure for doing this was written by D. A. Smith in
1966..

The proof of the existence of Chevalley bases for Lie
modules was put into a particularly elegant form by B. Kostant
in 1966. we briefly explain some of the ideas here. consider
a simple complex Lie algebra with N positive rootsrcrl, 02r...ro*.
For any sequence S = (sl,s2,..2*) of non-negative integers,
define the traisi-ngt and tloweringt elements,
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(*r_)", (xo-)s,*1--2
--ai- -EI--

(*_o ) "1 
(*_o^) 

"2*1 - -2

-;IT

(x ) s-,oN l\

----:--i_-oN'

(x ) s..-sN L\

"il'

kt'-
'k k!

belonging to the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie alge-

bra. If v is a nonzero vecLor of highest weight For an irredu-
n'ihl e mndrrl p. thPn the Set Of all ;|tg rronf nrc f rr cnanc lfuser urrurr -sv "r*..' -

module. A11 but a finite number of these vectors are zero, and

the nonzero ones need not be linearly independent' From these

elements, however, one can extract a basis with respeet to

which the module action can be expressed in terms of integer

rnatrices [22 ] .

To illustrate these ideas, we turn again to the Lie alge-

bra Ar. In the universal enveloping algebra, we introduce the

divided porters
k

e
-k k!

The highest weight of an irreducible module over A' is char-

acterized by a single Dynkin index n, which can be 0,1,2, '..
The dirnension of the module is n*1. If v is a nonzero vector

of highest weight, hv = nv' then the vectors v, fv, f2ur...,
fr.rv form a basis for the module. The matrices of the basis
rronrnrc o f h nf rha Iie eloehra A wirh resneef fo fhis9'!'lr.^l''.-..

basis for the module are as follows:
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g *\-t

f .a*>

h ,^--\,-e>

0n .-- 0

0

10

20

n0

n-2
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One should contrast these simple formulas for the action of
tha Tio aloahra A, on a module with the square-root laden
formulas traditionally employed in angular momentun theory.
In the quantum theory of angular momentum, one v/rites

^..'.''
and one uses the basis vectors

lj *)= /(j - m)! (j +'n)! f._*v.
J -rlr

From this one sees that all square roots in angular momentum

theory can be removed sirnply by changing the normali-zatj-on

of the basis vectors.

In setting up the Chevalley basis for a simple Lie algebra,
one needs to have a prescription for choosing the si-gns of the
^^ -rtjLUErr!LrErrLD r\d. 

B.

but they must satisfy

N^ =-N ^=N-Br0 -'0rB -0r-B
and they must be chosen in a manner consistent with the Jacobi

identity for the Lie algebra [23]. An algorithm for making

such a consistent choice of signs in a Chevalley basis was

deserihed hw.t. T.- Tits in 1966, To exolain rhis alporithm.Lrr Lr srbvr f LrrIrt

we need to introduce some terminology. Let us define an

add,qble pair of roots (o,B) to be a pair of nonzero roots
cr and B such that cr*3 is also a nonzero root. An addable

pair (cr,B) is called a soeeLal Dair if cr and B-cr are posi-
tive. A special pair (cr, B) is ertras>eeial if every special
pair (y,6) with o+B = y + 6 satisfies o < y and hence also
o(^d: B. The signs in a Chevalley basis can be chosen arbitrarily
for the extraspecial pairs. The Jacobi ldentity is used to
pvfend tha eion nraqcrinFi^n l-^ fha qnanial nrirq nnrl Fi--1 1-'urr! rlbar Hrsru!ryLLU,r ryeLr4r yatrrr 4,.u I LrrarLj

the sign for any addable pair is obtained from a special pair
by the triangle t,ule: if cr+$+y=Q, then N ^, N^ ^. and0,5- S'Y
N all have the same sisn.

Yr0

n
J1'
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In the rnid-1960rs physicists began to set up computer
programs tackli-ng individual Lie algebras on a piecemeal

basis. Particular attention was directed to the Lie algebra
of the group SU(3), partly because it is the next more com-

plicated case after SU(2), and partly because it has important
applications to the collective model of the atomic nucleus,
as well as to elementary particle physics. For example, M.

Herttua and P. Jauho in 1966 reported on an ALGOL program to
compute the Clebsch-Gordan series for SU(3). Tn their work,
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were not discussed 1241.

While setting up a computer program for SU(2) Racah

coefficients, J. Stein it 1967 discovered a binary algorithm
for obtaining the greatest conmon divisor of two integers [25].
Any greatest common divisor algorithrn can be used to speed up

the solution of linear Diophantine equations. The binary
algorlthm finds the greatest conmon divisor using shifting,
parity testing, and subtraction. The algorithm is fast be-
cause, unlike Euclidrs algorithm, it requires no divisions.
D. E. Ihuth (rhe Art of Computer Proqrqwning, vo]-. 2, secrion
4.5.2) says that this algorithm was actually discovered
earlier by R. L. Silver and J. Terzian.

J. L. Tits in 1967 published tables providing some basic
information concerning simple Lie groups and their representa-
tions [26].

L. C. Biedenharn and various collaborators embarked on

an ambitious program to compute the Clebsch-Gordan and Racah

coefficients for the unitary groups [27]. They did not use

Chevalley bases, but instead used the subgroup chain U(n):
U(n-1) I ... I U(2), followi-ng the 1950 Gelfand-ZetLin paper.
In L967 they proposed a canonical definition for the coupling
coefficients of the unitary groups, based on an embedding of
the irreducible representations of U(n) into the totally
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synmetric irreducible representations of U(n2)

V. K. Agrawala and J. G. F. Belinfante in 1968 developed

a graphical recoupling theory for compact groups, based on the

algebraic formalism of J. R. Derome and W. T. Sharp, Lines

are used to represent modules, and nodes represent module

homomorphisms. Parallel lines represent tensor products,

while crossed lines represent exchange operators [29]. For

example, the graph

In the following
FORTRAN subroutines for
qpnf4tinne nf fhe o.__ -_ ____ oroup
ctrrroorr [?Rl

year, K. B. Wolf announced a set of
handling polynomial bases for repre-
U(n), using the same subgroup-chain

in the modulerepresents the operator taking the vector u @
A E B into the vector v I u in the module B @ A

Using this notation, one can distinguish two kinds of

3- i srrnbols : ><:
Here, the solid lines represent irreducible modules A, B, and C,

while the dotted lines represent the trivial submodule of their
tensor product. The graph on the left represents the inclusion

mapping, while the graph on the right represents the module

homomorphism whj-ch projects the tensor product module into its
trivial submodule. This is unique because the trivial submodule

is an isotypical component. This projection can be constructed
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explicitly by averaging over the group, using the Haar integral.
A11 other n-j symbols can be defined in terms of the 3_j

symbols. For example, rhe 9-j symbol is defined by the following
plcture.

The calculation of 3-j syrnbols using Chevalley bases

and Diophantine linear equations was illustrated for the simple
Lie algebra A, Ln 1969 by J. G. F. Belinfante and B. Kolman in
the third of a series of survey articles on Lie algebras and

their representations [:01.

To explain this nethod, we eonsider here a simpler
problem, the computation of the 3-j coefficients for spi.nor-
spinor-vector coupling in the simple Lie algebra Ar. The two

spinor modules both have Dynkin index n = 1 (spin j = ;), while
the vector module has Dynkin index n = 2 (spin j = 1). If v and

v'are highest weight vectors for the spi.nor modules, and v', a

highest weight vector for the vector module, then a basis for
the tensor product of these three irreducible modules is eiven
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by the vectors

v. =fabc

wherea,b=0,1andc=0,
- .tl, .t = t /n! are divided powers
n

The nroh l em i.s to find

vectors

0

0

0

The remaining condition et

of the Diophantine system

f = t F rr
, abc abcarDrc

satisfying et = ft = ht = 0. The numerical

the 3-j coefficients. The equation ht = 0

a * b * c = 2, The equation ft = 0 yields
equations,

"v@fov'8f.r"
I, 2. As before, the elements

in the universal enveloping algebra.

the trivial submodule, consisting of

coefficients t are- -abc
impliest =0unless- aDc
a system of homogeleous

t+7r'002 - '101

r +? r"002 - -011

F!tsI+"rot 'otl 'tro.

0 pives norhins new. The solution
IS

tlro n!-a--' tlor - -" to11 - 'oo2'
and therefore

2 t110 - t101 - t011 * 2 uoo2

is a basis for the trivial submodule. We see that the trivial
submodule in this case happens to be one-dimensional. This

holds generally for Lhe Lie algebra A,,, but not for orher simple

Li-e alsebras.

Extensive calculations of the characters and related basic

information for irreducible represenrations of simple Lie algebras

were begun in 1968 by V. K. Agrawala and J. G. F. Belinfante on a

UNIVAC 1108 machine using FORTRAN V. Up to that tirne, such com-

putations reported in the leterature had been done by hand and
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were mostly limited to algebras of rank three or 1ess. The pro-
gram uses the Dynkin layer algorithm to obtain weight systems,

and the Freudenthal formula for weight multiplicit.ies, making

no use of Weyl reflections. The FORTMN program has subroutines
Lo automatically scan through the simple Lie algebras of all types
with rank up to eight, and to examine those irreducible modules

found to have dimension less than a thousand. The dimensions of
the modules and the values of the second order Casimir operacor
are found from Weylts formula. There are also subroutines Eo

print out useful information about the duals of the modules,

and the Young tableaux corresponding to Dynkin indices. Origin-
ally, an i-nteger-mode version of the Gauss-Jordan reduction algor-
ithm was used to invert the Cartan matrices, but this caused over-
flow probleins for the C-type algebras of ranks 7 and 8, and for
the D-type algebras of ranks 6, 7 and B. No overflow occurs for
A-type algebras up to rank 20. Perhaps this overflow problem

could be elimlnated by renumbering the simple roots. In the
shortened ALGOL version of these programs published in 1969, the
problems associated with the Cartan matrix inversion were by-
passed by using empirical regulariEies found in Dynkints tables
t311.

4. Recent Work Since 1970

A question raised in the paper by Agrawala and Belinfante
is whether the Freudenthal algorithrn is actually the most effi-
cient method for cornputing characters. For simplicity they had

used the Freudent.hal formula to find the nultiplicity of every
weight, disregarding sirnplifications possible by using Weyl

reflections . M. I. Krusemeyer in L97L published an improved

ALGOL 60 procedure in which, by analogy with most hand computa-

tions, the Freudenthal formula is used to compute only the multi-
plicities of the dominant weights, Other weights encountered

in the course of the calculation are transformed into dominant

weights by Weyl reflections [32].
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Besides the Freudenthal algorithrn for computing characters

of Lie modules, there are several alternative methods which

involve the Weyl group. R. E. Beck and B. Kolman in 1971 con-

structed a program to generate the Weyl group on a computer, paving

the way for a comparison of the various algorithms [33]. Their
procedure is to first generate a subgroup isomorphic to a s).rnme-

tric group Srr, and then to generate the Weyl group by coset enum-

eration, usj.ng an explicit presentation of the Weyl group. Each

element of the Weyl group is stored as a word, using the simple

Weyl reflections as alphabet. The large size of the Weyl group

causes storage problems, limiting the rnethods to rank four. More

compact storage is possible by breaking each word into syllables
and storing only the syllables [40].

Consider for example the Weyl group of the si-rnple Lie alge-
bra Ar. Let 0 denote the identity element, and leL 1, 2 and 3

denote the Weyl reflections corresponding to the first, second

and third simple roots, respectively. The Weyl group has 24

elements, and the longest word is L2L32L, which has six letters.
So one could require 6 x 24 = 144 storage locations to store the

words directly as an array. Each word however can be constructed

out of three syllables. The first syl1able is either 0 or 1, the

second is 0, 2 or 2L, and the third is 0,3,32 or 32I. The

storage needed to contain these syllables as an array is only

3x4x3 = 36 locations. For higher rank Lie algebras, the savings

are even better.

It is well-knovrn Ehat by employing higher-order and polarized

Casimir j,nvariants, one can compute 6-j symbols directly without
first setting up the 3-j syrnbols. V. K. Agrawala and J. G. F.

Belinfante in L97L published ALGOL procedures for the relevant

Casimir invariants for SU(n) representations, obtained via their
diagram calculus [34].

N. Burgoyne io L97L reported the first successful computer
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implementation of algorithms involving Chevalley bases for Lie
modules [35]. For each weight p of an irreducible rnodule with
highest r,'reight I he defines a matrix whose entries s1g iptcoers
a^- defined by

e^f-r = a--v
b ! DI

Here. as hefnre- S = (s,, .,. , s,,) and t = (t,,t..,,, t,,) are
r N t L .{'

sequences of non-negative integers satisfying

is such a relation,
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I S. cr- = I t. cx. = \-u.
K=I K=I

and v is a nonzero vector of highest weight: hv = f(h) v. The

-^r-i^^^ he computed directly from the commutation

relations of the Lie algebra. To compute a Chevalley basis for
a Lie rnodule, one needs to know all linear relations satisfied
L.. f L^ --^^,^-^ c -- Ifuj/ Lrrs vELLUTD rmv.

I.
T rTrTv = u

rL^- ^^^1,.r-- ^ .-e obtainLrrcrr ayPr) rLr6 Eq, w

I a"rr, = 0.
T"--

So, al1 these relations can be computed by finding the nu1l

space of the matrix a.r.

Tn rnothpr nnn- --- ,-,,"t; N. Burgoyne and C. Williarnson computed

the elementary divisors of the matrices ,ST to obtain results
on the multiplicites of weights in the characLeristic p case [36].
They remark that their algorithrn For setting up the matrix aST

has a long execution time. These programs were written in an

assembly language for an IBM 360-50 machine.

To speed up the solution of systems of Diophantine linear
equations, one needs not only to be able to calculate the greatest

common divisor d of a list of integers dt;dt'...a-, but onc also_L' Z n
needs to be able to produce a set of multipliers *.trx2,...,xn such

fh:f rl = n x + F-x. +.., * a-x--. G. H. Bradley in L972 published"7'-l *2'2 n-n
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an ALGOL procedure for this, which is based on a modlfication of
Euclidrs algorJ-thm [37]. One can gain a factor two in efficiency
by allowing negative remainders in Euclidrs algorithm.

D. N. Verma in l97I used a computer to study a conjecture
concerning a certain harmonic polynomial related to Weylts dimen-
sion formula [38]. This conjecture was settled in 1974 bv

S. G. Hulsurkar [51].

R. E. Beck and B. Kolman in 1972 published a survey of their
further experience using computers to study representations of
Lie algebras [39]. They also reported on yet another variant of
Freudenthalrs algorithm in which one again computes only the
multiplicities of the dominant weights, as in Krusemeyerrs ver-
sion [41]. The difference is now that one does not keep trans-
forming every wei-ght into a dominant weight, but instead one

runs through the entire weight system just once, applying only
a single Weyl reflection on each of the non-dominant weights,
transforming thern into higher weights with knol,rn rnultiplicities
[47].

During this same period, J. G. F. Belinfante and B. Kolman

published a monograph surveying the present status of the applied
theory of Lie groups, Lie algebras, and their representaticns.
This monograph concentrates on presenting the results needed to
understand the current applied literature, and it includes an

account of some experlence using computers [42].

Readable accounts of Chevalley bases can be found in the
recent book on Lie algebras by J. E. Hurnphreys and in the book

on Chevalley groups by R. W. Carter, both published in L972 L43,

441.
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R. E. Beck and B. Kolman completed their comparlson of

zzJ

algorithms for inner and outer nultiplicites in 1973. They found

that for inner multiplicities, the Freudenthal algorithrn is best

[45]. Methods requiring the generation of the full Weyl group

are less efficient because the Weyl group grows rapidly in size
with increasing rank. For outer multiplicities (Clebsch-Gordan

seri.es), they report that a formula of G. Racah provides the

shortest computation times [46]. Although Racahts formula

appears to involve the Weyl group, one need not actually compute

the fu11 Weyl group because many terms in Racahts formula usually
drop out for low-dimensional representations. By using only some

properties of the Weyl group, and an appropriate stopping condi-
tion, computer programs using Racahts formula are quite fast
[48,50].

Any rnodule over a Lie algebra can by restriction also be

consj.dered as a module over any subalgebra, An irreducible
module over a sirnple Lie algebra will generally be reducj-ble

upon restriction to a sernisimple subalgebra, and i-ts deeomposi-

tion into irreducible submodules over the subalgebra is known as

a branching ru1e. Branching rules are important when one uses

the subgroup-chain approach to the coupling coefficients. Exten-

sive computer-generated tables of branching rules were published

by J. Patera and D. Sankoff in 1973. This work also includes a

list of all irreducible rnodules of dimension less than a thou-
sand over any simple Lie algebra of rank up to eighr [49].

Many ideas used in the algorichms we have been discussing
first arose in the study of Chevalleyts finite simple groups.

As one might expect, the theory of Chevalley groups has itself
continued to be developed over the past tr^7enty years. We men-

tion here just one recent development in this fie1d, the pub-

lication by H. Behr tn I975 of explicit presentations for these

groups [52].
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5. Outlook

We have surveyed the literature on algorithms concerning the
representations of simple Lie algebras, with special reference to
the problem of computing the 3-j coefficients using Chevalley bases.
Since many of the relevant algorithms were originally developed in
connection with hand calculations, only informal verbal descrip-
tions of them were given in the literature. The availability of
computing machines has led to renewed interest in the development

of uniform methods for studying representations of Lie groups.
For computer use, the classical algorithms must first be trans-
lated into precise and explicit programs. Publication of such

Formal computer programs is necessary so they can be verified,
and so that meaningful comparisons of running times can be made

when there are competing algorithms which accomplish the same

task.
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